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DISRUPT YOUR
LOGISTICS
Deliveries are the new front line for competition
between e-tailers and bricks‑and‑mortar companies
Joris D’Incà, Sebastian Janssen, and Michael Lierow

Once the stuff of science fiction, having what you
desire appear almost instantly is now becoming
a reality. In the past 18 months, firms as varied
as German electronics retailer Media Markt,
department stores Bloomingdale’s and Macys,
and Internet giants Google and Ebay have all
launched same-day delivery services. Amazon
has gone so far as to introduce one‑hour delivery
in major American cities, and its new Dash button
can place orders to replenish specific items
when pressed.
Delivery logistics, once a relatively staid
business, is now the frontline of a tectonic
shift that’s taking place everywhere from the
United States and Europe to China. The borders
between retailing and logistics are blurring as
a combination of technology, lifestyle changes,
and attitudes is altering the way people think
about parcel delivery – as a “when I want it,

where I want it” service. In turn, e-tailers,
traditional retailers, and third‑party logistics
players are looking to customer-determined
delivery speeds, on‑demand time slots, and
flexible delivery locations as ways to separate
themselves from the pack.
Hustling logistics players down the road to more
customized delivery options is Amazon, which
seeks to differentiate itself and keep customers
under its banner throughout the entire shopping
process. Continuing to invest heavily in regional
warehouses and information technology,
Amazon is rolling out same-day, one-hour, and
Sunday delivery services, and even a nascent
drone program. In 2014, it snapped up stakes
in two European logistics companies – Yodel
and Colis Privé – to gain partial control of 6,700
delivery trucks, handling 170 million shipments
per year in the United Kingdom and France.

THE LOGISTICS RACE
E-TAILERS, TRADITIONAL RETAILERS, AND THIRD-PARTY LOGISTICS PLAYERS
ARE LAUNCHING LOGISTICS INNOVATIONS AT A FASTER PACE

2013
Amazon rolls out AmazonFresh in
Los Angeles and San Francisco

DECEMBER 2009

APRIL 2010

SEPTEMBER 2011

APRIL 2012

MARCH 2013

Launch of same-day
delivery service Shutl
in the United Kingdom

Walmart launches
“Walmart To Go”
grocery delivery
service in San Jose and
San Francisco

Amazon introduces self-service
parcel delivery service with
Amazon Lockers in New York,
Seattle, and London

Amazon launches
AmazonSupply, which offers
industrial components and
other supplies

Google pilots Shopping
Express delivery service in
San Francisco

AUGUST 2007

FEBRUARY 2010

AUGUST 2011

2012

DECEMBER 2012

MAY 2013

Amazon launches
home grocery
delivery with
AmazonFresh pilot
in Seattle

Parcel delivery
company DPD
launches one-hour
delivery service in
the United Kingdom

German grocery retailer
REWE starts online
delivery service in
Germany

German grocery retailer
REWE starts same-day
delivery service with its
own delivery vans

Multichannel electronics
retailer Conrad
introduces same-day
delivery in Germany

Chinese e-tailer Alibaba
launches China Smart
Logistics Network (CSN)
to support 24-hour
delivery across China

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis.
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While such small-scale moves certainly don’t
erase the need for logistics companies, they
could put a dent in demand. “Who owns the
customer” could be up for grabs: Already,
Amazon accounts for about a third of total
parcels delivered by some large parcel delivery
organizations, and there is speculation that
the company may enter into delivery logistics
under its own banner quite soon, making it
both a retail and parcel delivery vendor. At
a minimum, there’s a chance that Amazon
could start to cherry pick deliveries in the most
attractive urban neighborhoods and could
offer a white-label service for customers who
have their goods “fulfilled by Amazon.”
Logistics players and traditional retailers
recognize that they can’t stop this
game‑changing shift. In response, many are
expanding their capabilities to compete with
e-tail giants like Amazon and China’s Alibaba
head on. FedEx paid $1.4 billion to gain control
of a specialist in handling returns, Genco
Distribution System, as well as e-commerce
shipments for 2,000 retail clients in 200
countries through the e-commerce platform
Bongo International. German consumer
electronics retailer Media Markt and big box
retailer Walmart are aping e-tail giants by
starting to deliver packages on the same day
that consumers buy them.

These changes are only the start. But the
message for both logistics players and retailers
is clear: To continue to own their customers,
they must revamp their processes from the
perspective of the final customer, with a
focus on quickly removing hassles. Soon,
receiving packages within an hour of
ordering them or at the time and place
specified at no extra charge could
become the new standard in cities.
For the strongest e-tailers, those
that can already supply goods
faster than once thought possible,
these are giddy times, as their
empires rapidly expand. Traditional
retailers may find themselves
cornered unless they can meet the
demands of customers looking to
shop anywhere, any time. Logistics
companies, too, will need to think
hard about how they can better serve
their e-tail clients. They’ll need to be fast,
flexible, and much more innovative – or risk
being pushed off the map altogether.
Joris D’Incà is a Zurich-based partner,
Sebastian Janssen is a Düsseldorf-based
engagement manager, and Michael Lierow
is a Munich-based partner in Oliver Wyman’s
Transportation practice.

OCTOBER 2013

FEBRUARY 2014

NOVEMBER 2014

Ebay acquires same-day
delivery service Shutl

German consumer electronic retailers Media Markt and
Saturn launch same-day delivery service

German express mail company DHL
and Ebay launch same-day delivery
pilot in Berlin

NOVEMBER 2013

MARCH 2014

JUNE 2014

SEPTEMBER 2014

Amazon begins
Sunday delivery in
the United States
(via United States
Postal Service)

Amazon acquires a 5
percent stake in the
delivery service
company Yodel in the
United Kingdom

Chinese e-tailer Alibaba
signs logistics
cooperative deal with
China Post, the official
postal service of China

Amazon joins railway
station parcel pick-up
service in the
United Kingdom

MARCH 2015
DECEMBER 2014
Amazon launches Prime
Now, which offers one-hour
delivery service in Manhattan

Amazon tests delivery
drones in Canada
Amazon launches “Dash”
home ordering kit in
the United States

JANUARY 2014

MAY 2014

JANUARY 2015

MARCH 2015

Walmart begins testing online
grocery shopping with local
store pick-up option in Denver

Google rolls out same-day shopping service
Shopping Express in Los Angeles and New York

Uber launches Uber
Cargo service in
Hong Kong

British supermarket chain
Sainsbury’s launches
grocery click and collect
service in stores in the
United Kingdom

Amazon begins Sunday
delivery in the United
Kingdom (via parcel delivery
company DPD)

Amazon launches Amazon Cart, allowing users to add items
to their Amazon shopping list by replying to any Amazon
product tweet and tagging it with the “#AmazonCart” hashtag

DECEMBER 2014

Amazon acquires a 25 percent stake in the delivery service
company Colis Privé in France

Fedex acquires reverse logistics firm Genco and
e-commerce IT service provider Bongo International

For this idea at length visit
http://www.oliverwyman.com/insights/publications/2015/jun/disrupt-your-logistics.html

